1951

Meetings

Dates of Meeting:
12-04-1951 – 22-04-1951
Type of Meeting:
1st National Supervisory Work Conference
Place of Meeting:
Beijing
Attendance:
There were 149 people in charge of the central government, major administrative regions, Inner
Mongolia Autonomous Region, provincial and municipal people's supervisory committees, supervisors
of various central departments, Secretary-General Lin Boqu of the Central People's Government, and
Vice Premiers of the State Council Chen Yun and Huang Yanpei., Li Liuru, Deputy Chief Procurator of
the Supreme People's Procuratorate, and Zhang Zhirang, Vice President of the Supreme People's
Court.
Major Agenda Items:
Speeches/Reports:
Tan Pingshan: director of the People's Supervision Commission. He said: The central task of this
meeting is to summarize the people's supervision work in 1950, discuss and formulate the work tasks
for 1951, solve some important problems in the supervision work, and study the methods for
establishing the supervision system.
Lin Boqu, Secretary General of the Central People's Government. In the past year, the supervision
work has achieved many achievements. He said: In order to do a good job in supervision work,
people's supervisory organs and personnel at all levels must closely rely on the masses, contact the
masses, proceed from reality, focus on work, and frequently exchange work experience.
Peng Zhen, deputy director of the Political and Legal Committee of the State Council, delivered a
speech before the end of the meeting. He said: the people's government should not only have policies,
decrees and work plans, but also how to ensure their implementation. The people's supervisory organ
is the specialized organ in charge of this task, so its work is very important. He emphasized that the
people's supervision work should be carried out with great fanfare, and the main bad tendencies
existing in the current work should be fought with a focus. Supervision work must follow the mass line,
from the masses, to the masses.
Other Decisions and/or Actions:
The meeting held that the tasks of the people's supervision work in 1951 were based on the current
central tasks of resisting U.S. aggression and aiding Korea, land reform, suppressing counterrevolutionaries, production construction, and democratic construction, focusing on the implementation
of financial production policies, the democratic system, and the state's secrecy system. The
irresponsible bureaucracy among state organs and public servants, and the unhealthy tendencies of
breaking the law, corruption, extravagance, and disobedience should be fought. The meeting decided
that the supervisory organs at all levels should set their specific tasks according to the specific
conditions of each locality based on the above priorities.
Remarks:
Over the past year, people's supervision committees at all levels have handled 7,309 accident cases
and conducted more than 30 normal inspections. Most of all accidents and problems found in normal
inspections have been dealt with. Over the past year, the people's supervisory organs have inspected
and reported bad tendencies in state organs and public servants, improved their work, and educated
cadres, thus safeguarding state policies, laws, and systems.

